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We Need Your Vote

We NEED your VOTE! Please take 1 minute and vote for Rich Ford as Albuquerque The Magazine's
"Best of the City" in the category of "Best New Car Dealer"! Children will sleep better at night knowing
you did! - https://abqthemag.com/events/best-of-the-city/ 
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Car Care: Buffing and Waxing Your Car
Buffing, waxing help keep your car looking shiny and new

To keep your car’s paint job looking shiny and new, it’s a good idea to buff and wax it regularly. Doing
this will also preserve the value of your car and save you money by reducing the need for more
serious maintenance later on.

What’s the difference between
buffing and waxing?

Buffing and waxing are often
discussed together, but they
accomplish different things for a
car. Buffing generally comes first
and only needs to be done once a
year or so, while waxing should be
done more often — about every
three months, according to Ben
Murphy of Popular Mechanics.
Murphy also writes that buffing
helps restore lightly scratched or
weathered surfaces by removing a
thin layer of damaged paint.
Meanwhile, waxing protects a car’s
paint job and helps restore the
initial clear coat, resulting in a
smooth, gleaming look.

Buffing your car

Before you buff your car, The News Wheel suggests washing, rinsing and drying it thoroughly with a
chamois cloth. Cover lights, moldings, badges and other elements with masking tape so they don’t get
scuffed in the process. Now you’re ready to buff your car.

Murphy recommends using an electric orbital buffer. You’ll also need buffing pads and buffing
compound. Working one small area at a time, evenly apply compound with a pad. Then, apply the
electric buffer in steady circles to the area until it turns gleaming and smooth. Be careful to hold the
buffer flat so it doesn’t hurt the paint surface. Continue this process until the entire car has been
buffed. If this is your first time buffing a car, try practicing on a small, less noticeable spot until you get
the hang of it.

If your paint coat is in decent shape, you can use the same process to polish it instead — just use car
polish in place of buffing compound.

Waxing your car

To wax your car, you’ll need car wax, an applicator pad and some microfiber cloths. With the pad, use
circular motions to evenly apply the wax to the car’s surface. Work in small areas like you did while
buffing. Once you’ve applied the wax to an area, wait for it to dry — the recommended time is often



printed on the wax container. Then, remove the wax with a microfiber cloth, again using circular
motions.

Once you’ve finished waxing your car, remove the masking tape from non-painted surfaces. Then,
The News Wheel recommends cleaning the windows and any other areas that may have buffing
compound or car wax splattered on them.

If you don’t feel comfortable buffing or waxing your car yourself, you can have these tasks done by a
professional. Learning how to do it yourself will save you money in the long run, and you’ll come away
with a greater sense of accomplishment. Either way, incorporating buffing and waxing into your normal
car maintenance routine is a great way to preserve your car’s looks and improve its lifespan.
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Tips for Buying the Best Grill
Once you determine your needs, finding the perfect grill is easy

Few activities embody the spirit of the summer better than grilling on a warm day. It’s difficult to match
the taste of steak, ribs or other barbecue staples when they’ve been prepared by a master griller. Of
course, an expert chef is nothing without their weapon (or rather, grill) of choice. If you’re in the
market for a new grill, here are
some useful tips that will help you
find the best one for your needs. 

Determine the type of grill you
want

One of the most important things to
consider when searching for your
ideal grill is the type you would like
to use. There are several different
was to grill and the flavor of the
food you prepare can be drastically
altered by the kind of grill you use.
One of the most common types of
grills is a gas option, which often
utilizes propane for fuel. For a
smokier flavor, opt for a charcoal
grill. Even more traditional than
charcoal is a pellet grill, which
derives its fuel from burning wood
pellets. On the other hand, many apartment-dwellers choose the convenience of an electric grill.

Sort through grill sizes

Size is another factor to consider when selecting a grill. A small grill is inexpensive and will suit your
needs if you don’t grill very often. If you’re planning on grilling regularly and in bigger quantities, you’ll
likely need a larger, high-end grill. Many of these larger grills have plenty of space where you can store
your supplies like trays, brushes, skewers and various spices. Do be prepared for a bigger financial
investment, though, as many of these more upscale grills can cost thousands of dollars.

Look for universal grilling features

Despite the many sizes of grills available, there are a set of universal features than any good grill
should come with. If a grill you are considering lacks any of these features, it might be time to consider
a newer model. Charcoal grills should all have a sturdy bottom grate for holding charcoal as well as a
tight-fitting lid. Gas grills should provide a safe and roomy space where fuel can be stored along with
an intuitive system of knobs and buttons to activate the grilling process. All grills, no matter which type
you buy, should provide you with a way to quickly and efficiently clean them. After all, nobody wants
old food residue sticking to their grill.

Find a grill that complements your reason for grilling



One final factor that will help determine what grill is best for you is understanding your reason for
grilling. Depending on what motivates you, the type of grill you choose can certainly change. If you are
planning to prepare food for just your family, a small, stationary grill will likely do. If multiple summer
parties are in your future, it may be best to go with an aesthetically pleasing, larger grill. Some grills
come with brushed aluminum, stainless steel or cast iron exteriors, so you can choose what works
best with your outdoor look. If you have any road trips planned, it might be best to choose a portable
grill. These can come in various sizes and varieties similar to larger grills, so you’ll simply have to find
the one that matches your taste and needs.

Once you purchase the perfect grill, you can embark on your journey to become a grilling master.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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4 of the Best Martial Arts Movies Ever Made
From Bruce Lee to Donnie Yen, these four fight flicks are
must-watch

Nothing hits the spot for action quite like a martial arts movie, whether it be one of the many classic
kung fu flicks of the 1970s or one of the more modern examples depicting combat styles from around
the globe. The genre is replete with films that are considered all-time great movies, but the following
are the cream of the crop. 

“The 36th Chamber of Shaolin”
(R)

By any name, “The 36th Chamber
of Shaolin,” also known as “The
Killer Master” and “Shaolin Master
Killer,” is revered as one of the
finest kung fu films ever made.
Produced by the legendary Shaw
Brothers, directed by Lau Kar-leung
and starring Gordon Liu, the film
depicts the transformation of
student Liu Yude into Shaolin kung
fu master San Te and features
some exceptional fight sequences
that put many modern-day action
films to shame. This film not only
spawned a pair of sequels and
kick-started the subgenre of “guo
shu pian,” but it was also one of the many influences that led to the creation of the Wu-Tang Clan’s
seminal 1993 debut album, “Enter the Wu-Tang (36 Chambers).” 

“The Raid: Redemption” (R)

“The Raid: Redemption” introduced much of the world to the traditional style of pencak silat with
visceral fight sequences that have to be seen to be believed. This taut Indonesian action film follows a
police raid on a drug operation run out of a high-rise in Jakarta; the squad is met with resistance
shortly into their journey to the building’s 15th floor, and the race to the top plays out not unlike a
video game with exquisite battles and plenty of twists and turns. “The Raid: Redemption” was a
considerable hit around the globe, leading to the release of a sequel in 2014 and earning stars Iko
Uwais, Yayan Ruyhian and Cecep Arif Rahman a memorable cameo in “Star Wars: The Force
Awakens.”

“Enter the Dragon” (R)

A list of the best martial arts films ever made could easily consist of all five motion pictures starring
Jeet Kune Do founder and pop culture icon Bruce Lee. 1973’s “Enter the Dragon,” which was
released in Hong Kong less than a week after Lee’s death, is arguably the best of the bunch and was
deemed “culturally significant” by the Library of Congress in 2004. The climactic fight that resolves in



a hidden mirror room is among the most influential sequences in all of cinema, often imitated but
never duplicated. Not to be outdone, the fight between Lee and the character O’Hara is the essence
of the man himself — he coolly disregards his opponent’s board-breaking bravado by telling him that
boards don’t hit back, then proceeds to decimate his adversary seemingly without breaking a sweat.

“Ip Man” (R)

Donnie Yen has been one of the biggest stars of Hong Kong cinema for more than three decades and
is known for using mixed martial arts choreography in his films, demonstrating proficiency in
everything from Hapkido and kickboxing to Brazilian jiu-jitsu and wrestling. The martial art that Yen is
arguably most associated with is Wing Chun, helping raise its popularity with his portrayal of the
style’s grand master in the 2008 film “Ip Man.” While the biopic is surprisingly affecting in its portrayal
of the strife caused by the Japanese invasion of China at the start of the Second Sino-Japanese War,
its highlight moment is arguably a sequence in which Ip Man takes on 10 karateka at once and
dispatches them with ease.

These martial arts movies will get your pulse racing, and they may even inspire you to get off the
couch and take up a new hobby. By watching these flicks, you’ll earn your black belt in action without
breaking a single board.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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The Importance of Regular Skin Checkups
Prioritize healthy skin with routine visits to your dermatologist 

Regular checkups with your dermatologist can be easily overlooked or forgotten. However, experts
interviewed by Shape Magazine recommend making it a point to visit your dermatologist at least once
a year. It’s a habit that will help keep your skin healthy and allow you to promptly address any
problems that might arise.

Painful skin conditions

If your skin is itchy and flaky, you
might be inclined to write this
irritation off as a seasonal or
temporary problem. However, Self
points out that you may be
suffering from a chronic skin
condition known as eczema. If
you’re making regular skin
checkups a priority, your
dermatologist will be in a position
to diagnose this condition for you
and prescribe the most effective
treatment.

Another common chronic condition
that your dermatologist can
diagnose and treat is psoriasis,
which is caused by an autoimmune disorder and is characterized by patches of skin that are itchy,
scaly and red.

Acne

With so many over-the-counter products available, regular visits to the dermatologist to treat acne
might not seem necessary. However, if those products aren’t having the desired effect, your
dermatologist is an excellent resource. They can suggest other strategies and prescribe other
products or treatments that you might not have considered.

Regular skin checkups are also a good way to deal with those big inflamed bumps known as cystic
acne. According to Self, this type of acne is more difficult to treat. If you are plagued with these painful
red blemishes, consulting with your dermatologist is often the most effective course of action.

Hair and scalp issues

When you visit your dermatologist for regular skin checkups, they can also help you address issues
with your hair and scalp. If you’re dealing with dandruff, a dermatologist can help you deal with the
buildup of dead skin cells on your scalp. If your hair is falling out, Prevention points out that visiting a
dermatologist can help prevent further loss of hair follicles.

Aging skin



As you get older, your skin can quickly display signs of aging. These include lines and wrinkles,
sagging, blotches and age spots and a roughened or leathery texture. Although aging is unavoidable,
good skin care can help counteract some symptoms of it. With regular skin checkups, your
dermatologist can help you identify all the ways that age is affecting your skin and work with you to
develop a plan that will keep your skin healthy and younger looking.

Skin care options

Even if your skin is perfectly healthy, regular visits to your dermatologist can help keep it that way.
Your doctor can recommend a skin care regimen that’s right for you, along with diet, exercise and
other lifestyle options to ensure that your skin stays healthy and glowing.

With regular dermatologist visits, you’ll also be better equipped to navigate the often-confusing world
of skin care products. The market is flooded with them, and your dermatologist is equipped to help
you see through the hype and choose products that best suit your needs and your skin type.

Whether you’re suffering from a chronic condition, dealing with signs of aging or seeking advice on
the best ways to care for your skin, regular checkups with your dermatologist are an important way to
improve and maintain the health of your skin.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Ford EcoSport
Ford’s compact SUV proves big things come in small packages

After gaining considerable popularity overseas, Ford brings its EcoSport compact SUV to the
American market with a full head of steam and a whole lot of promise. As drivers grow thirstier for
small utility vehicles that deliver big, the 2018 Ford EcoSport arrives to slake that craving with an
exceptional balance of performance, spaciousness and intelligence.

Under the hood

The 2018 Ford EcoSport is offered
with two engine options: a 1.0-liter
EcoBoost® with Auto Start-Stop
Technology and a 2.0-liter Ti-VCT
I-4 with Auto Start-Stop
Technology. The EcoBoost® is
offered standard on the EcoSport
S, SE, and Titanium, delivering 27
mpg in the city and 29 mpg on the
highway* when paired with the
standard Six-speed SelectShift®
automatic transmission. The
2.0-liter Ti-VCT, offered with the
EcoSport SES, delivers up to 23
mpg in the city and 29 mpg on the
highway* even with the increase in
horsepower and standard
Intelligent AWD.

Cargo management

The exterior and interior of the 2018 Ford EcoSport is not just intended to deliver more style than what
its competition can offer, but also quite a bit more convenience. For instance, the back of the vehicle
is not a traditional hatchback but a swing gate, which prevents you from having to reach up to close
the cargo area. When it is time to load in bulkier cargo, the 60/40 fold-flat rear seat to makes fitting
everything in a breeze. With the seats up, the Ford EcoSport’s standard Cargo Management System
lets you adjust the rear load floor with a shelf that keeps your valuables hidden and adds even better
organization.

Cutting-edge tech

The 2018 Ford EcoSport is available with Ford SYNC® 3, which delivers Apple CarPlay® and Android
Auto™ compatibility and enhanced voice-recognition. The EcoSport is also available with safety
technology like Ford’s Blind Spot Information System, which helps you be better aware of traffic at all
times.

The 2018 Ford EcoSport is a great option for you if you’re looking for the capability of a SUV without
having to give up key features like fuel efficiency or technology. Whether you’re a tech-loving young
professional on the go or the head of a growing family unit, the EcoSport has something to offer you.  



*EPA-estimated city/hwy mpg for the model indicated. See fueleconomy.gov for fuel economy of other
engine/transmission combinations. Actual mileage will vary. On plug-in hybrid models and electric
models, fuel economy is stated in MPGe. MPGe is the EPA equivalent measure of gasoline fuel
efficiency for electric mode operation.
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Vehicle Profile: 2018 Ford F-150
The Ford F-150 continues to be the country’s most popular vehicle

Although the pickup truck segment has become increasingly competitive over the years, there
remains one clear winner: the Ford F-150. Not only has the F-150 been the best-selling pickup truck in
the country for decades, but it has been the single best-selling vehicle nationwide for nearly just as
long. The F-150 didn’t achieve these impressive sales due to pure luck, however. Instead it did so by
delivering reliable safety, an intuitive interior and pure performance, all of which can be found in the
2018 iteration.

A legacy of power

The Ford F-150 is best known for
its performance, and the 2018
F-150 continues that legacy of
delivering colossal power. Its
standard 3.3-liter Ti-VCT V6 engine
generates 290 horsepower and 265
lb-ft of torque. However, to receive
the truck’s most impressive display
of power, consider the 2018 Ford
F-150 Raptor. Equipped with a
high-output 3.5-liter EcoBoost V6
engine, the F-150 Raptor can
produce 450 horsepower and 510
lb-ft of torque. Thanks to its
incredible lineup of powerful engine
options, the 2018 Ford F-150 has a
best-in-class towing of up to 13,200
pounds. Due to its aluminum-based
body, it achieves these feats of
strength without subtracting from
its overall efficiency.

A touch of opulence

While the F-150 is expected to be a tough and rugged ride, today’s drivers expect a touch of luxury in
a pickup truck’s interior. You’ll find plenty to love and admire within the 2018 Ford F-150, even on the
truck’s base model. The 2018 F-150 XL includes amenities like a 2.3-inch productivity screen and a
deployable cup holder. Of course, the most refined features are included with the F-150’s
top-of-the-line trim levels, such as the 2018 Ford F-150 King Ranch®. This trim adds a B&O
PLAY™ Premium Audio System and voice-activated navigation along with leather trimming for the
seats.

A safe choice

The 2018 Ford F-150 is just as safe and secure as it is powerful, offering a suite of safety features for
both conventional and unconventional driving. Rear view cameras are nothing new to the automotive
industry at this point. However, Ford takes this technology to the next level by equipping it with a



industry at this point. However, Ford takes this technology to the next level by equipping it with a
Dynamic Hitch Assist feature, providing you with feedback whenever you use your F-150 for towing or
hauling. AdvanceTrac® with Roll Stability Control™ helps you stay in control to avoid accidents on
the road. Still, if an accident is unavoidable, you can rely on the F-150’s standard SOS Post-Crash
Alert System™ to reach out for the help and services you require.

With plenty of power, a stellar suite of safety features and plenty of opulent interior options, it’s not
hard to see why the 2018 Ford F-150 is once again set to be this year’s best-selling vehicle.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Now on DriveLiveTV: The 2019 Ford Edge
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Come Celebrate With Us

EVENT SCHEDULE

Run, Rally, Rock - Aug. 4
Fireworks Show - Aug. 4 at Dusk
Papa Murphy's Pizza - Aug. 4, 5 &11
School Supplies - Aug. 4 & 5
Giant Car Show - Aug. 5
Rio Grande Mustang Club - Aug. 11
Route 66 Hot Rods - Aug. 11
Giant Slide - Aug. 11
Big Foot - Aug. 11 & 12
Duke City Mustangs - Aug. 12



Tin Lizzies - Aug. 18
Poco Quatros - Aug. 18
State Police & First Responders Blood Drive - Aug. 18
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Ford Extends Research on Plug-in Hybrid Vans to
Valencia 
Ford expands research trials on electric van to urban areas to Spain

Ford in May announced that it would be expanding its plug-in hybrid van trials to Valencia, Spain. This
collaboration with the regional government of Valencia and Valencia City leadership allows Ford
Smart Mobility to focus on how the Transit Custom PHEV can potentially contribute to cleaner air and
enhanced productivity for fleet uses. Ford is also in the midst of testing the viability of 20 Transit
Custom PHEV vans in London in
collaboration with Transport for
London. 

“At Ford, we are committed to
tackling urban mobility challenges,
moving people and delivering
goods and services through
innovation and technology,” said
Steven Armstrong, president of
Ford Europe, Middle East and
Africa. “As no two cities are alike, it
is vital that we look at the mobility
issue from a variety of
perspectives.”

The 20 Transit Custom PHEVs
being deployed for the trail are
equipped with an advanced electric
powertrain that features the
award-winning 1.0-liter EcoBoost®
engine as a range extender.

“Environmental and mobility challenges faced by cities like Valencia can only be addressed by strong
leadership and bold innovation,” said Ximo Puig, Generalitat Valenciana President at the launch
event. “We are delighted that Ford continues its commitment to the Comunitat Valenciana by bringing
its innovative technologies to the city.”

The data gathered from both the Valencia and London trials will give Ford a better grasp on how
hybrid electric vans can benefit both the environment and its customers. Ford is investing $11 billion
toward building its lineup of hybrid, plug-in hybrid, and battery electric vehicles — it intends to offer 40
electrified vehicles globally by 2022.

The Ford Transit Custom PHEV will begin volume production in 2019.
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Ford SYNC® and Waze Make In-Vehicle Navigation
Simpler and Safer
Select Ford vehicles equipped with the SYNC® 3 interface can now
tap into the Waze navigation app

Automakers are always searching for new ways to make navigation a safer task for drivers. Intuitive
voice commands allow you to interact with navigation apps, such as the popular app Waze, without
distracting you from the road ahead. Therefore, it made sense that Ford integrated Waze with vehicles
containing its SYNC® 3
infotainment system. 

What is Waze?

Waze is one of the most highly
used navigation apps in the world
and, with the navigation app market
becoming increasingly large, its
current popularity says a lot about
its quality. Waze relies on
crowdsourcing to gather
information about current traffic and
road conditions. It then generates a
route and estimated time of arrival
based on the information it
receives.

Of course, as Waze has grown
older and gained more users, it has
also become more fine-tuned. The
current iteration of the app allows for an estimated time of arrival to be altered due to a number of
factors, such as whether or not drivers are utilizing carpool lanes. Waze has also become safer to
use, thanks to its voice command system, which eliminates the need to interact with your phone in
your hand while driving.

How to access Waze

To access Waze in a Ford SYNC® 3-equipped vehicle, you must first have the Waze app downloaded
on a compatible device. By plugging that device into the vehicle’s USB port, you can view the service
by projecting it onto the vehicle’s touch screen. To make navigation both easier and less distracting,
you can utilize Waze’s voice command system.

Ford is one of the few automakers out there to offer such an intuitive and advanced navigation
system. “Our goal is to make it as easy as possible for people to access the smartphone features,
apps and services they care about most in the car, without having to pick up their device,” said Don
Butler, executive director of connected vehicle platform and product for Ford Motor Company. “With
Waze, our customers get the benefits they’re accustomed to with the added luxury of experiencing
them on a bigger screen.” Together, Waze and Ford SYNC® make it easier to forge a path ahead



without ever losing sight of the path right in front of you.
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5 Unique Roadside Attractions in New Mexico
Roadside attractions to see in New Mexico

Home to beautiful landscapes and gorgeous Spanish colonial architecture, the state of New Mexico
offers up a variety of things to see and do over the course of a long road trip. If you find yourself
traveling up or down the roads in search of adventure, keep your eye out for these interesting
roadside attractions. 

Santa Rosa Blue Hole

The Santa Rosa Blue Hole is a
natural swimming hole that
beckons scuba divers and visitors
from near and far with its incredible
clear water and constant
temperature of 62 degrees. The
Santa Rosa Blue Hole is positively
massive, with a surface diameter of
80 feet, an altitude of 4,600 feet
and a depth of 82 feet. The
spaciousness is particularly useful
given the likelihood of other visitors
— because it’s right in between
Albuquerque and Amarillo, most
New Mexicans can reach the Blue
Hole in two hours or less.

Roswell UFO Museum and Research Center

Famous for its connection to all things extraterrestrial, the city of Roswell might be a road trip
destination in and of itself, but so much of what the city has to offer carries that roadside attraction
vibe with it. The centerpiece may be the Roswell UFO Museum and Research Center, which offers up
an exhaustive collection of exhibits and artifacts related both to the 1947 Roswell Incident and to other
UFO sightings from all around the world. If you’re particularly fond of all things outer space, you’ll want
to visit during the annual UFO Festival, which takes place this year from July 6-8.

Musical Highway

To experience one of Albuquerque’s most melodic attractions, you just have to open your ears, roll
down your car’s windows and maintain the recommended speed over the Musical Highway. The
Musical Highway, a small stretch of rumble strips located near Tijeras on the famed Route 66, plays
“America the Beautiful” as you drive across it. To hear the melody, you’ll need to make sure you’re
maintaining the posted speed limit of 45 mph, so definitely set your cruise control. The Musical
Highway was created in 2014 as the result of a joint effort between the National Geographic Channel
and the New Mexico Department of Transportation. Although bringing music into your life might seem
like the main cause for its inception, it was mostly put forth to prevent people from speeding.

Earthships



Architect Michael Reynolds devised a plan for sustainable homes that operate completely off-the-grid
by combining alternative energy sources and recycled materials, which makes the final product found
outside Taos noteworthy enough. The most notable aspect of these buildings might be their simple,
single-story structures, resembling something like a pueblo in many cases. Laying low to the ground
and often built into hills, these homes appear ready to take off and jettison into outer space, earning
them the nickname “Earthships .” To see these up close, you can opt for a tour, rent one for the night
or sign up for Reynolds’ Earthships Academy to learn how to make your own.

Origami in the Garden

American artists Kevin and Jennifer Box created “Origami in the Garden,” an outdoor sculpture
exhibition in Santa Fe that includes large- and small-scale origami structures. Approximately 20
large-scale origami creations such as emerging butterflies, floating paper airplanes and soaring birds
can be viewed in the OiG Monumental Show. You’ll be blown away by the 1,000 stainless steel
origami peace cranes that make up the 25-foot-tall “Master Peace.”

These roadside attractions are among the many reasons why road-tripping in New Mexico is an
absolute must. Whether you happen across them or go out of your way to see them, you’ll likely wind
up with an experience you won’t soon forget.
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